Inspiration Guide

FIRST HOUSE TO FOREVER HOME.
THAT’S ARISTOKRAFT.

Create a space for intentional living, whether
it’s your first house or forever home!
We’ve been helping make dreams come true
for over 65 years, featuring relevant door styles,
fashionable finishes and best-in-class customer
service. You’ll love our lead times, too; with product
delivery in most areas quicker than you’d expect.
No matter where you are in life, Aristokraft
is along for your journey!

Learn more at www.aristokraft.com
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HOUSE TOUR:
LOVE HOW YOU LIVE.

Keep the look fresh and the design flow
going, with complete home coordination!
While many door styles have similarities,
there are differences in species, materials
and colors; it’s still easy to create a
harmonious flow throughout the home.

Benton Birch Burlap, Ellis PureStyle
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Winstead Paint White

1. Kitchen (previous page) in contrasting
finishes: White paint and birch
stain cook up something good.
2. Command central in white paint.
This is where it all comes together!
3. Master bath in white paint
featuring oodles of storage and
plenty of work space for two.
4. Breakfast nook in white PureStyle

TM

doesn’t miss a beat, adding easy
care for a high-use area.
Brellin PureStyle White

3
Ellis PureStyle White
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SMART SOLVES: BUST CLUTTER
AND GET ORGANIZED!

A few well-placed specialty cabinets make
quick work of a cluttered kitchen!
• Wine storage cabinets tuck away your
favorites, while keeping them close at hand
• Use deep drawers to organize pots, pans
and cooking essentials

Lillian PureStyle Stone Gray
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SMART SOLVES: MAKE THE
MOST OF EVERY SQUARE INCH.

Have it your way and make the most of it – storage
space, that is! Aristokraft’s all-star accessories
make items easy to find, right at your fingertips!
Let your Aristokraft designer show you how.

Korbett Maple Flagstone
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SMART SOLVES: PRETTY
IS AS PRETTY DOES.
Beauty and function align, with every
square inch accounted for in a kitchen that
does a modern take on a farmhouse vibe.
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Landen Maple Umber

Bringing ease to everyday living is
the key to getting the most function
in a kitchen that works hard.
Roll trays, dish organizers and
everyone’s favorite: floating shelves,
add accessibility as well as good looks.
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SMALL SPACES: BIG REWARDS!

Smaller kitchens don’t need to skimp on design
details. An attractive range hood and glass door
cabinets used in an unexpected way pay off big
time, adding maximum appeal in minimal space.
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Don’t let a little galley get you down! With
everything at fingertip reach, galley kitchens
are efficient and useful. Keeping a neutral color
palette opens up the space, while thoughtful
cabinet choices offer just-right storage.

Decatur PureStyle Stone Gray
Brellin Textured PureStyle Sarsaparilla

Brellin PureStyle White
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GET THE LOOK: ADD A THIRD COLOR AS AN ACCENT.

Not everyone is up for three colors in a room, but for those who are adventurous, add an accent color and then
pull out the hue in accessories, cookware and serving pieces. The Admiral island doesn’t stand alone; artwork
and dutch ovens in the open cabinet repeat the color theme, adding a little visual interest that goes a long way!

Tip: Pull an accent color
into an adjacent space
and then fill it with
accessories that coordinate
and complete the theme.

Winstead Birch Burlap

ADDITIONAL DOOR AND COLOR COMBINATIONS
Don’t be afraid to mix door styles, materials or drawer front
options for intentional differentiation of color blocking.

Winstead Paint White (Perimeter),
Admiral PureStyle (Island), Burlap (Hood)

Durham PureStyle
Toasted Colada

Winstead Rustic Birch Saddle

Winstead Rustic Birch Umber
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GET THE LOOK: LAYER IN TEXTURE.

ADDITIONAL DOOR AND
COLOR COMBINATIONS

The addition of textured laminate cabinetry adds tactile dexterity both visually
and to the actual touch. The ability to see wood grain differently brings a
new dimension to cabinetry that is shaking up kitchen design!
Added benefits? Effortless to care for and easy on the pocketbook.

Don’t be afraid to mix door styles,
materials or drawer front options for
intentional differentiation of color blocking.

Brellin PureStyle Colada & Textured PureStyle Burlap

Brellin Burlap
Textured PureStyle

Dayton Birch Burlap

Brellin Sarsaparilla
Textured PureStyle

Brellin PureStyle Stone Gray

Wentworth Maple Umber

Brellin Burlap Textured PureStyle
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BATHING BEAUTIES. MAKE A SPLASH.

It’s a fact. Every day begins and ends in the bathroom.
Make it serve your situation – room for two, an area to
primp and pamper, or accessibility for all – Aristokraft
offers beautiful solutions that matter to you.

Avalon Maple Cafe

Tip: Open shelving
and walk -in
showers are handy
for everyone, not
just those with
mobility issues.

Count on Aristokraft to have
a complement of products
to make life easier for all.
Landen Paint White

Benton Paint White
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STOP. DROP. AND GO…

…to work that is! Creating, crafting
or cramming for a test, cabinetry and
components combine to make the
perfect space for getting it done.
Make every minute count with a
handy drop zone, minimizing the
morning-commute-crazies!
There are lots of ways to configure –
tailor to your family’s needs based on
location and tasks to complete. Think
Durham PureStyle Toasted Colada

mail drop, coat and book bag storage.

Brellin PureStyle Stone Gray

Have a list of the functional aspects
to be accomplished and your
Aristokraft designer will be up for
the challenge to make it happen!

Tip: Think about what makes sense
for your family – will they open
doors to put shoes away, or are
open shelves the way to go!?
Brellin PureStyle White

Saybrooke Birch Saddle
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COUNT ON US.

We bring our very best to every project, every time.
LOOKING FOR RELEVANT STYLES AND FINISHES?
Trending or traditional, we’ve got you covered.
WORKING ON A BUDGET?
Our good looks aren’t limited to higher price points, we know you’ll
find something to love.
DELIVERY MATTERS.
We’re fast...and consistent! You’ll be installation-ready in no time.
WHAT IF?
Our goal is to always exceed your expectations with a quality product,
but in the event something happens – our award winning service
professionals are here to help!

MORE THAN YOU’D EXPECT.
ARISTOKRAFT.

Visit us at www.aristokraft.com
Follow us on social media, MasterBrand Cabinets
#mymasterbrand #aristokraftcabinetry

Front Cover: Winstead Paint White & PureStyle Admiral
Hood: Burlap
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